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There is no better time than now for the real estate investing community to make use of the

information contained in this book. We’ve had more than a decade of “irrational exuberance”,

which started in 2011. This up period was followed by a very short, but severe market

downturn, which happened quickly in March of 2020, as the coronavirus was choking the

economy, as well as our lives. 

 

After these extremes, it’s no wonder that some people are angry, confused, and anxious

about their future. We’ve learned that as it relates to the economy and the stock market,

good markets follow bad markets; and the severity of the very quick downturn that

happened in 2020, can only be followed by a severe upswing, which we’ve witnessed

recently.

 

The bigger story is that no matter what the stock market or the economy is doing, people are

always in need of real estate, which is why we are always so optimistic about the long term.

Now is the time to shift your thinking and your habits, so that your investments will be

positioned well for the future. This is why we are so excited to announce our involvement in

The 100 Year Real Estate Investor (www.100YearREI.com) product.
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As you well know, we stand for the American Dream. We stand for go-getters that want to

create strong families, strong companies, and solid balance sheets, which create real, long-

term wealth. We want you to have a solid financial foundation under your feet, both now, and

in future generations. We believe that investors need a stable mindset, a bulletproof

strategy, and a very long-term, 100 Year perspective. This book will help you achieve all of

this. It seems that today, people jump from investment strategy to investment strategy

quicker than they jump from job to job; but investment strategies should last a lifetime, not a

few years.

 

When you shift strategies too quickly, you tend to leave a particular strategy or investment,

at precisely the wrong time. You tend to leave one strategy when it’s too early and begin a

new one when it’s too late. You tend to jump on the next “hot” investment. People have been

programmed for years to buy low and sell high; but unfortunately, human nature causes them

to do the opposite. They end up buying high and selling low, which we all know is a recipe for

disaster. Human nature compounds the dismal investment results that we’ve seen in recent

years.

 

But common investment problems don’t begin here, with buying and selling at the wrong

time. They begin much sooner than that. They begin because the vast majority of investors

are short-term oriented. They want results NOW. 
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Well, seeking immediate results is the opposite mindset of what we believe. We are seeking

a long-term-minded person, who will become the best long-term investor, which we call a

“100 Year Real Estate Investor.”

Learn the important information contained in this book. Join the 100YearREI community.

Abandon the shiny object syndrome! Stop following the herd into a lifetime of investment

indecision. You’ll be glad you did once you realize what you’ll gain with this refreshing new

approach. We wish you the best in this important, lifetime endeavor.

 

Respectfully, 

Jake and Gino, April 2021



A respected financial educator,

best-selling author, and wealth

strategist. 

 

M E E T  T E R E S A  K U H N



Dear Readers,

The purpose of this book is to bring your attention to a very simple financial

strategy that has been around for more than 160 years - surviving world wars and

depressions - and which may allow you to keep more of the money you earn and

invest.

This strategy allows you to grow your wealth, without exposing you or your family

to unnecessary risks. As you will learn, it is especially useful to real estate

investors and it is preferred over traditional ways of financing deals quickly. 

 

Before we get started, I’d like to ask you some questions. Do you have a sincere

desire to build real, lasting wealth? Wealth that may have to endure generations of

potential ups and downs of the markets and the economy? Wealth that may ensure

that you and your loved ones get the lives you desire? 

As a successful real estate investor, you probably have a nice lifestyle now. Would

you like to make sure that you get to continue enjoying that lifestyle into your

golden years, for the rest of your life? As you become more successful, do you feel

a growing sense that there’s a better way to invest? A simpler way, that allows you

to leverage your assets and have more control over your investments? 

Do you find the sheer volume and variety of conflicting financial guidance out there

to be a bit confusing? Has this blizzard of information stopped you from taking the

steps that you believe you should take to protect yourself and your assets from

unforeseen or unpredictable danger?
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If you said yes to any of these questions, then this may be one of the most important books

that you will ever read. Here’s what this is all about: My name is Teresa Kuhn, and I help real

estate investors build and protect their wealth.

 

As I’m sure you already know, creating lasting, durable success is not just about making good

money and enjoying a luxurious lifestyle in the day-to-day…

…It’s about setting yourself up for long-term success, and protecting yourself from

unnecessary risk, financial risks, and other dangers you don’t even know are out there.

You are probably already comfortable with a certain level of risk in life. Otherwise, you

wouldn’t be expanding your investment portfolio into real estate. And listen, you’ve been

blessed and rewarded with the life you have. You certainly deserve it.

Many people – on some level – are overwhelmed and confused when it comes to long-term

wealth creation.

You see, you don’t need a bunch of disjointed solutions, sold to you by someone who has

their own best interests in mind and not yours. What you need is a way to put your strategy

on auto-pilot, so that you can focus on leveraging and growing your real estate empire. And-

you need someone you can trust with your strategy, who understands how all the moving

parts fit together. 
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You Need Someone with an Eagle Eye

Who Sees Your Overall Financial Picture and 

Can Guide You to Down the Right Path 

to Finishing Rich.

 

Sometimes being involved in real estate can feel like taking a bucket with a lot of holes in the

bottom filling it with water. It never ends – not because of a lack of water flowing in, but

because of the holes.

When we work with you, we help you plug as many of those holes as possible, so you can

keep a lot more of the money you make. We can help you streamline your investments so

that you are in control. Not banks, finance companies, or other traditional sources of

financing. 

You’ve worked hard to get the lifestyle you and your family enjoy now. At some point, though,

you want to be able to continue enjoying that lifestyle without all the hard work. That’s why

it’s important to make sure your overall financial picture is solid, starting right now. Then, as

you grow older, you’ll have more of your own resources available for yourself and the people

you care about.

As a real estate investor, you already know that you have a big, red bullseye painted on your

back. There are many more dangers and pitfalls associated with being in real estate. You

can’t afford to believe that you’ll never be exposed to lawsuits, taxes, medical emergencies,

economic downturns, or black swan events. 
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Just Remember:

Every Person Who Has Ever Watched 

Their Money Disappear Almost Overnight 

Due To Unforeseen Circumstances 

(Disability, Taxes, Lawsuit, etc.) Also

Believed That It Would Never Happen to Them.

You need someone who knows what they’re doing, who can help you protect what you’ve

worked hard to build. Besides filling the holes and eliminating inefficiencies, you must

protect yourself in the best ways possible. Sadly, many investors are just one minor

challenge away from serious financial trouble. 

That’s where we come in.



 

S I M P L I C I T Y ,  P R O B A B I L I T Y ,
A N D  L E V E R A G E  T O

M U L T I P L Y
Y O U R  W E A L T H  W I T H  R E A L

E S T A T E  I N V E S T I N G
 



Simplicity, Probability, and Leverage. We all know those terms. But let’s discuss

what each word means when it comes to real estate investing.

 

SIMPLICITY. Real estate investing is complex, isn't it? And it's getting even more

complex every single day. The good news is- you can create an advantage by

simplifying your systems and your processes using a financial tool that runs on

autopilot.

 

PROBABILITY. If we put our personal, business, and investing decisions through a

filter of probability, we ask ourselves the question, "Does the decision or the

strategy I'm about to implement, increase my probability of success or of meeting

my objectives, or does it decrease the probability?" Just asking ourselves this

question, can help us make better decisions that will lead to a higher probability of

success.

 

 

S I M P L I C I T Y ,  P R O B A B I L I T Y ,
A N D  L E V E R A G E  T O  M U L T I P L Y

Y O U R  W E A L T H  W I T H  R E A L
E S T A T E  I N V E S T I N G
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LEVERAGE. This is the word that all real estate investors love. We're all looking for

leverage. Ask yourself: "Does the decision I'm making leverage my resources,

relationships, and community, to help me get to whatever success looks like

faster?" We can show you how to leverage not one, but two assets to give you a

better return and help you accumulate long-term wealth. 

We have the solution you have been looking for that can simplify your life, increase

the probability that you're going to meet your objectives, and give you amazing

leverage for your real estate investing business.
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I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  1 0 0
Y E A R  R E A L  E S T A T E

I N V E S T O R  
&  

T H E  D U A L  A S S E T
S T R A T E G Y ™



 Responsibility junkies

Long-term growth mindset

 Values assets over liabilities

 Saves to invest

 Empowering habits

 Person of character

 Value-based decision making

 Lives below means

 Simple lifestyle

The 100 Year Real Estate Investor embodies all of these characteristics:

The shiny object syndrome is avoided, and the investor creates a holistic plan that

will achieve their goals, no matter how long it takes. There is no Get There-Itis!  

 

 

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R
R E A L  E S T A T E  I N V E S T O R  &  

T H E  D U A L  A S S E T  S T R A T E G Y ™
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The approach of the 100 Year Real Estate Investor incorporates the Dual Asset

Strategy™ which involves purchasing dividend paying whole life insurance and

borrowing against it's cash value to invest in real estate. Once the policy loan is

paid back, you will have created two assets using only one initial contribution.

For over 160 years, through major wars, every major global crisis, and every

depression, there has been one financial product that has withstood the test of

time- without decreasing in value. In addition to its fixed annual growth,

policyholders also have the potential to earn an annual dividend. Dividends are not

guaranteed, however, the companies that the 100 Year REI prefers to work with

have paid dividends every year, for over 100 years. 

How? Because this unique strategy uses a specially designed structure that

maximizes your cash value, making this product a much better option than keeping

your money in the bank, money market accounts, or CDs.
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It also has tax advantages, protection for unexpected medical expenses, and an

increasing death benefit. You simply get more! 

This product has worked so well for so many generations because it is not tied to

the market, thus removing the stress that comes with managing your own money

and having to constantly reallocate your funds. More than $1 trillion dollars is held

in this strategy by some of the most well-known wealthy families in America such

as the Rockefellers.

With this strategy, you are not just gaining a safe, liquid place to store

cash that earns a competitive rate of return. You are also gaining life insurance

benefits, cash to use for chronic, critical, or terminal illness, a tool to combat

estate tax and tax efficiency. 

Gains on your policy grow tax-deferred until you withdraw or borrow against them.

You don’t have to pay taxes year-after-year on every cent you earn like you do with

CDs or savings accounts.

The death benefit gives your family (or your favorite charity) as much or more

money as you started with, all income tax-free and without going through probate.

A Mutual-Owned life insurance company with a specially-designed dividend paying

contract nails all of these characteristics!
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1 The growth is long-term and steady.

This is not a get-rich-quick scheme. Our clients receive guaranteed returns

overtime, plus the opportunity to earn annual dividends. This strategy is a safer

option than having a few good years in the stock market, only to lose 50% during a

downturn. 

  

2. Your policy is designed to benefit you, not the salesperson.

Since we design the policies specifically to maximize cash value and lower the cost

of insurance, less money in commissions is paid to the insurance salesperson. This

results in more money in your policy.

3. There is a big difference between mutually-owned insurance companies

and stock owned insurance companies. 

When you buy a whole life insurance policy from a mutually owned insurance

company, you actually become a shareholder of that insurance company. This

allows you to enjoy dividends in addition to your guaranteed increases. In a stock

owned company, outside shareholders are the co-owners, meaning the

policyholders would not be entitled to dividends.

5  F A C T S  A B O U T  T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R
R E A L  E S T A T E  I N V E S T O R
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4. The beneficiary of a whole life policy gets more money than the initial

contribution.

The contribution made to start the policy is used in part to purchase a death benefit.

Each year that a dividend is paid, the death benefit increases. This results in the

inheritance left to the beneficiary being greater than the amount initially

contributed. The death benefit also can pass income tax-free and without going

through probate.

 

 5. There is less risk with this strategy.

The cash value of your policy is not subject to the market risk associated with other

investments. Your guaranteed annual increase, along with any dividends you receive,

are all locked in and remain unaffected if the market crumbles. Dividends are not

guaranteed, however, the companies that the 100 Year REI prefers to work with

have paid dividends every year, for over 100 years.
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H O W  T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R  R E I
S O L U T I O N  D I F F E R S  F R O M  

O T H E R  F I N A N C I N G  O P T I O N S
F O R  L A R G E  P U R C H A S E S .
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H O W  T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R  R E I
S O L U T I O N  S T A C K S  U P  

A G A I N S T  O T H E R  S A V I N G S
A N D  I N V E S T M E N T  V E H I C L E S .
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*Check your state for applicable creditor protection laws regarding life insurance.



 

T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R  R E A L
E S T A T E  I N V E S T O R



As a real estate investor, you know that cash flow is king in the journey of building

wealth. That’s why many investors prefer to use the 100 Year REI Solution to fund

their real estate deals. You can now become your own source of financing, with

access to cash on your terms, payback flexibility, tax advantages, AND

uninterrupted compounding. 

 

If you’re looking for a FAST way to fund real estate deals, we can help you start

leveraging the cash value inside whole life insurance policies to do so.

 

There are many different reasons to buy a specially-designed whole life insurance

policy, but for real estate investors- it's the cash value. The cash value helps you

become your own source of financing and borrow from yourself. You become the

banker, and you decide the terms to pay back those loans, or not pay back if you

take out withdrawals. When you're using the cash to finance your investments, it

also allows you to recapture all of that interest that you're likely losing to banks,

hard money lenders, and other finance companies today.

 

T H E  1 0 0  Y E A R  R E A L
E S T A T E  I N V E S T O R
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You don’t have to apply or be approved for the loan.

You don’t have to answer any questions or jump through any hoops.

You can fund your next deal within a matter of days.

You pay no loan origination fees.

You can repay the loan on your own terms.

You can recapture the interest cost in the growth of your cash value.

B E N E F I T S  F O R  
R E A L  E S T A T E  I N V E S T O R S
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The cash value of your 100 Year REI Solution can be used for the following:

Get ahead of the competition. While most other investors are barely squeezing out a net

profit and are in debt up to their eyeballs, wouldn’t this give you an (almost) unfair

competitive advantage as a real estate investor?



People have used this real estate wealth-building strategy to create financial

empires for years.

Walt Disney borrowed from his whole life insurance policies to acquire tracts of

land in Orlando Florida to become modern-day Disney World.

Ray Kroc borrowed from his whole life policy to finance his budding McDonald’s

franchise. Contrary to popular belief, McDonald’s has always been a real estate

company and not just a burger franchise

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?
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“The quality of someone's life is in 
direct proportion to the quality 

of options that they have.”

This strategy allows you to leverage more options.



Are you ready to find out how building your
own 100 Year REI Solution can improve your current

financing, savings, or investment strategy? 

Scan the code below to schedule an
 appointment with a 100 Year REI Team Member.



“Investors take far too much risk in the markets. It’s even riskier when those

investors are business owners and entrepreneurs; who take on more risk by having

a large portion of their wealth in their businesses. Just like a barbell, the high-risk

side of your portfolio mustn’t be too heavily weighted on one side; otherwise, your

investments will be off-balance. The highest probability 1st step toward creating

long-term wealth is by using the 100 Year Savings Solution! Create your foundation

so that you can invest in your business, along with other opportunities, with

confidence.”

-Rick Sapio

“I love being able to use my whole life policy to self-finance real estate flips and

hard money lending. This strategy lets me double-dip, keeping my savings growing

while I use it towards investments. I can then pay my policy back when I realize a

profit and use the rest of the profits to maximize the cash available inside my

policy. There is a saying that ‘having cash attracts opportunity’, and the liquidity

that my policy affords me has done just that!”

-John Grubiak

W H A T  C L I E N T S  S A Y  A B O U T
T H E I R  1 0 0  Y E A R  R E I

S O L U T I O N
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“Two years ago, I started dividend-paying, whole life insurance policies for myself

and my husband. As a lifelong entrepreneur, I love having a financial vehicle that

gives me access to cash when I need it, on my terms. Since then, I've used my

policy to finance RV flips and to invest in commercial property development. I use

the income-producing asset of the property to pay the loan back at a pace that

makes the most sense to me. The best part is- if I need to stop or skip payments I

can do so without penalties, and the money I borrowed continues to grow while I

pay the policy loan back!”

-Erica Sherwood 
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Remember, no catch or high-pressure sales is going on here. You have no 

obligation to implement any of the 100 Year REI strategies. We’re on your side and

want to work with you and educate you for years to come, just like we have with

our many happy clients.

Thanks so much for reading, and we look forward to helping you create your own

100 Year REI Solution that can easily weather any storm as you move toward

greater and greater success. Don't forget, when it comes to your money, things

only improve on their own once they’re set up properly. I want you to be able to

take advantage of the opportunities available to you. I want to make sure you are

protected from unforeseen dangers. Remember, the 100 Year REI consultation is a

complimentary service my company offers to help people like you live out their

dreams safely, securely, and abundantly. There's no obligation to purchase.

 

Our 100 Year REI Team Members are real people and

 are ready to help you create a financial strategy that will allow

 you to simplify your real estate investment business

 immediately.

We very much look forward to helping you do that. Please

schedule a call with us today by scanning the code below, or by

visiting www.100YearREI.com.

S C H E D U L E  A  F R E E ,
N O - O B L I G A T I O N

C O N S U L T A T I O N  W I T H
O U R  T E A M  T O D A Y .
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